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### Acronyms and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABM</td>
<td>Anti-Ballistic Missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAT</td>
<td>Anti-Satellite Weapon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>Conference on Disarmament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPUOS</td>
<td>Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO</td>
<td>Geostationary Orbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GGE</td>
<td>Group of Governmental Experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICoC</td>
<td>International Code of Conduct for Space Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEO</td>
<td>Low Earth Orbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTS</td>
<td>Guidelines on the Long-Term Sustainability of Outer Space Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAROS</td>
<td>Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPWT</td>
<td>Treaty on the Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in Outer Space, the Threat or Use of Force against Outer Space Objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCBMs</td>
<td>Transparency and Confidence-Building Measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDC</td>
<td>United Nations Disarmament Commission</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

There are many examples today of how space technology is increasingly vital to modern societies. Both traditional and non-traditional space activities are opening up new possibilities for how people communicate, do business, and understand their world. It is also enhancing military capabilities, providing new means of securing national interests and projecting power. As was discussed in File 1 of the UNIDIR Space Dossier, a decades-old strategic balance exists in outer space, under which all current activities, whether private or governmental, have come to exist.1

Recent events have shown that the world’s leading militaries—namely those of the People’s Republic of China, the Russian Federation and the United States of America—are developing capabilities that can target space assets, including missile defence interceptors and manoeuvring satellites. Such technologies are commonly referred to as anti-satellite, or ASAT, capabilities. This paper argues that even the development and testing of such capabilities can have ruinous consequences through the creation of space debris for the relative stability that currently exists in Earth’s orbits.

Efforts to grapple with this growing threat at the international level have thus far been outpaced by technology and global events. The Conference on Disarmament (CD) has not reached a substantive outcome for many years and there has been no consensus on the negotiation of legally binding rules related to the Prevention of an Arms Race in Outer Space (PAROS). Other initiatives within the United Nations have met with limited success, but, as this paper will also show, these have either been aimed at “peaceful uses of outer space” rather than disarmament, or represent preliminary agreements to further discuss the issue. Nevertheless, the steady increase of orbital-activity investments and the emergence of a robust space economy could provide the necessary incentive to take some modest steps towards ensuring stability and sustainability in outer space.

To that end, this paper suggests one viable option for enhancing stability in outer space and limiting the potential hazards of its weaponization is the adoption of ASAT test guidelines, based on widely accepted best practices. As will be explained, these guidelines can be employed to enhance security and long-term sustainability in outer space without infringing on States’ rights to possess or develop anti-ballistic missile (ABM) or ASAT capabilities, provided they do so in a manner that is recognized as being responsible.

Growth in the space economy

The economic value of human space activities has been steadily on the rise for years now, and there is every indication that it will continue to do so. A recent study by Bank of America Merrill Lynch

---

reported that the current space market is valued at roughly US$ 350 billion, and will continue to grow to reach roughly US$ 2.7 trillion within the next three decades. Much of this increase will be driven by commercial actors involved in telecommunications and Earth observation, and new non-traditional activities such as orbital manufacturing and private habitats will also likely play a part in developing the space economy. Many of these activities will take place in low Earth orbit (LEO), an area from 160km to approximately 2,000km above the Earth’s surface. For example, the new “mega-constellations”, which are fleets of small satellites numbering in the thousands, are aiming to provide satellite broadband services to the world from LEO.

In addition to private actors, traditional military players are investing significantly in their space capabilities. Whether for telecommunications, reconnaissance or coordination of nuclear forces, satellites and orbiting space assets play an increasingly critical role in major military operations. In 2018 alone, China, the Russian Federation and the United States, the three leading military powers, have already invested considerably in their military space resources. In January and April, China launched more of its Yaogan remote sensing satellites, which experts report is a military imaging constellation, capable of targeting for ballistic missile strikes. Also in January, the United States launched the billion-dollar SBIRS GEO-4, yet another critical piece of the Air Force’s new-generation missile warning system. In April, the Russian Federation launched an unknown payload, designated only as Kosmos-2525, which experts also report is part of a “multi-spacecraft fleet of military-managed Earth-imaging missions”. These deployments represent only a small portion of broader efforts by these States, as well as many others, to strengthen national security through space capabilities.

All of this growth is not without limits. As more objects are launched into space, orbits are becoming increasingly congested. What is more, human space activities have led to a proliferation of space debris, namely trash, refuse and shrapnel that has been left in orbit. The speeds at which debris travels in LEO, roughly 8km/s, means that a collision with even a small piece of debris could be devastating for a space object. Each collision creates more debris that poses its own threat to other space objects, possibly triggering a cascade effect called the Kessler Syndrome that would render LEO unusable. Depending on the altitude of the debris, some of it can remain in orbit for decades, known as “long-lived debris”. The US Space Surveillance Network today tracks over 23,000 objects

---


larger than 10cm in orbit and estimates that there are over 500,000 objects larger than 1cm.9 A recent example of a major debris-generating incident occurred in 2009 when the defunct Russian satellite Cosmos 2251 collided with the US Iridium 33, leaving behind nearly 2,000 pieces of debris larger than 10cm.10 Each of the remaining pieces represents a new threat to functional space objects in LEO and, ultimately, to the viability of the whole space economy.

To address this problem, governments and commercial space actors have sought to implement mitigation measures such as the Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines, a set of voluntary recommendations developed by the Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee and endorsed by the United Nations.11 These guidelines are technical measures that seek to reduce the creation of long-lived debris. There is also a legal incentive not to create debris, found in the United Nations Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects (“Liability Convention”), to which all major space-faring States are parties. Under Article III, a State will incur liability for damage to space objects due to its fault (or the fault of those for whom the State is responsible). To date, this provision of the Liability Convention has never been invoked but it could one day be used in a situation involving space debris. At present, though, it will be a technical challenge to attribute the origin of debris with current technology.

While many of the present concerns regarding space debris are focused on unintentional proliferation, there is one category of emerging capabilities that could lead to the intentional creation of significant amounts of debris, namely the testing of ASAT capabilities. For this, there are at present few limitations.

The trouble with testing ASATs

ASATs emerged almost as soon as the first satellites were placed into orbit. Both the United States and the Soviet Union started developing nuclear-tipped interceptors as early as the 1950s in order to counter a perceived threat of strikes from space.12 After some initial tests with nuclear weapons, such as US Operation Starfish Prime,13 the two States gradually adopted distinct approaches to ASATs. The United States opted for an ABM/ASAT system that could both intercept incoming missiles as well as satellites by physically striking a target (“hit-to-kill”).14 These “mid-course” intercepts take place in LEO where an inbound missile has ceased thrust and is easier to engage.15

12 It was necessary to have a nuclear warhead on-board in those days because tracking and targeting technology was not sufficiently sophisticated to physically strike a moving target; Grego, Laura “A History of Anti-Satellite Programs”, Union of Concerned Scientists Global Security Program, January 2012, p. 2.
13 Plait, Phil, “The 50th anniversary of Starfish Prime: the nuke that shook the world”, Discover Magazine Blog, 9 July 2012, noting that: “The EMP had been predicted by scientists, but the Starfish Prime pulse was far larger than expected. And there was another effect that hadn’t been predicted accurately. Many of the electrons from the blast didn’t fall down into the Earth’s atmosphere, but instead lingered in space for months, trapped by Earth’s magnetic field, creating an artificial radiation belt high above our planet’s surface. When a high-speed electron hits a satellite, it can generate a sort-of miniature EMP. The details are complex, but the net effect is that these electrons can zap satellites and damage their electronics. The pulse of electrons from the Starfish Prime detonation damaged at least six satellites (including one Soviet bird), all of which eventually failed due to the blast. Other satellite failures at the time may be linked to the explosion as well.” Available at http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/badastronomy/2012/07/09/the-50th-anniversary-of-starfish-prime-the-nuke-that-shook-the-world/#.WssDVohubcs.
In contrast, the Soviet Union focused on a system called *Istrebitel Sputnikov* or “satellite destroyer”, namely a co-orbital drone that could catch up to a satellite and disable the target with an explosive charge.16

The most intense period of US and Soviet research into this technology lasted until the 1980s and the end of the Cold War. Development continued after that but at a slower pace. Since the end of the 1980s, technology has emerged that enhances accuracy (to some degree) and enables new types of attacks on increasingly critical space resources. Many of the technological advances that raise concerns about threats to space assets have come directly from missile-defence programmes. Notably, ABM systems provide key components like radars and delivery vehicles that enable ASAT capabilities. Likewise, it is impossible to verify if new on-orbit servicing drones, such as those being developed by China and the United States, are for peaceful, civilian purposes or for destructive ones, since the “dual-use” technology involved is virtually the same for both applications.17 Yet for all these developments and testing of various counter-space capabilities, the United States and the Russian Federation have never used ASATs to physically destroy an enemy target.18

Despite there not having been open hostilities in space, the space environment has not emerged unscathed by the development of ASAT technology. Of the nearly 30 operations over the course of more than 50 years that the United States has undertaken in space involving targeting objects, two are known to have created notable space debris.19 First, in 1985, the United States shot down the *Solwind* satellite with an ASM-135 missile fired from an aircraft.20 That test created 285 pieces of trackable debris, the last of which only came out of orbit in 2002.21 This does not include any debris too small to track that would have also been produced. In 2008, during Operation Burnt Frost, the United States downed a second satellite, USA-193, with an SM-3 interceptor creating 174 pieces of

---


18 Non-kinetic ASAT capabilities have allegedly been used in the past against rival satellites, though no incident resulted in the creation of debris. Notably, the United States accused China of causing major weather satellite data outage from October 21 through October 23 (See Flaherty, Mary Pat, Jason Samenow and Lisa Rein, “Chinese hack U.S. weather systems, satellite network”, *The Washington Post*, 12 November 2014); the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea has allegedly jammed GPS signals reaching airports in the Republic of Korea (Ryll, Julian, “North Korea interfering with GPS signals in South Korea as China relations deteriorate”, *The Telegraph*, 1 April 2016); and several Middle Eastern States have been accused of jamming satellite broadcasts (“ITU calls out jammers at WRC-12”, *RadioWorld*, 21 February 2012).

19 Most of the ASAT test targets were balloons with instrumentation that relayed data back to engineers on the ground. See “The F-15 ASAT story”, an interview with former Air Force Captain Gregory Karambelas, noting, “There were many arguments over who should commit first. Do you waste a $100 million dollar interceptor, or do you waste a very expensive [instrumented target vehicle] that had to be launched into space many months in advance?” [http://www svegranhpp.pw/histind/ASAT/F15ASAT.html](http://www.svegranhpp.pw/histind/ASAT/F15ASAT.html).


trackable debris, plus non-trackable shards.\textsuperscript{22} The bulk of that debris re-entered the atmosphere within days, though in certain cases it took months.\textsuperscript{23} This operation was not technically classified by the United States as an ASAT test; nevertheless, it demonstrated US capabilities to track and intercept a satellite by upgrading software for its Aegis missile defence system.\textsuperscript{24}

Meanwhile, in a programme that spanned over 20 years starting from the 1960s, the Soviet Union tested its co-orbital system nearly 20 times—creating trackable debris on eight occasions.\textsuperscript{25} While some of these tests produced relatively few pieces of debris, 842 trackable pieces were created, in addition to non-trackable shrapnel.

The ASAT test that has resulted in the creation of the most debris to date, however, was carried out by China in 2007. In that instance, China destroyed its FengYun 1C weather satellite with an SC-19 missile, leaving behind a cloud of debris consisting of 3,280 pieces of trackable debris, as well as up to 32,000 pieces that are non-trackable.\textsuperscript{26} This cloud spans 3,500km, starting at an altitude of 850km. It has increased risk of collision with debris for all operational spacecraft in LEO, including Earth observation satellites, future “mega-constellations” and the International Space Station. This debris will remain in orbit for decades or longer unless it is physically removed.

While China has continued testing ABM/ASAT capabilities, it has not created any long-lived debris since 2007. In the last five years, and as recently as February 2018, China has carried out five mid-course missile intercept tests, although leaving no or very little low-flying shrapnel, which would soon de-orbit.\textsuperscript{27} In 2013, China also tested a new ballistic missile, the trajectory of which indicates that it is capable of reaching targets at altitudes much higher than LEO, possibly in geostationary orbit (GEO, located at roughly 36,000km altitude) where many telecommunication and military satellites operate.\textsuperscript{28} This test did not result in the strike of an actual target. While such missions have raised concerns that China is developing ASAT capabilities, these activities have not generated the same widespread criticism as its 2007 test. Some experts have gone on record to attribute China’s restraint to international public outcry,\textsuperscript{29} though Chinese authorities may have been just as concerned about incurring liability for damage caused by debris under the Liability Convention as


\textsuperscript{23} Interview with Nick Johnson, former NASA Chief Scientist for Orbital Debris, “Operation Burnt Frost”, noting that the mission was commissioned by the US President to mitigate the risk of people on Earth coming into contact with fuel remaining in the defunct satellite’s tank, https://smo.nasa.gov/sma-disciplines/orbital-debris/nick-johnson--future-of-orbital-debris-world-video-2.

\textsuperscript{24} See Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense Satellite Engagement Plan, 14 February 2008, noting that: “To prepare to engage this satellite, we had to make modifications to three sea-based missile defense interceptors, three ships, and the system’s command-and-control software. We have not made these modifications to any other missile defense system, nor do we plan to. None of our other missile defense systems have the capability to engage a satellite. Any of these interceptors that are not used, the ships and the system’s command-and-control software will be returned to their original configuration as a defensive capability.”


\textsuperscript{28} US Department of Defence Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China 2015, generated on 7 April 2015, p. 14, noting that “[t]he launch profile was not consistent with traditional space-launch vehicles, ballistic missiles or sounding rocket launches used for scientific research. It could, however, have been a test of technologies with a counterspace mission in geosynchronous orbit.”

\textsuperscript{29} Gruss, Mike, “US Official: China Turned to Debris-Free ASAT Tests Following 2007 Outcry”, SpaceNews.com, 11 January 2016, citing Mallory Stewart, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Emerging Security Challenges and Defence Policy at the US State Department, who stated “There have been subsequent tests by China, but none of them have been debris-generating. ... At the State Department, we like to attribute that to the huge international outcry.”
they were about public opinion. Nevertheless, these incidents are illustrative of broader attitudes towards ASAT testing: if an ASAT test is to be conducted, it should not create long-lived debris.

In addition to these major military powers, India has also demonstrated a desire to possess ASATs. India has undertaken space activities for more than half a century, integrating many capabilities into its national security strategy. While India has long maintained a position against the weaponization of outer space, after the 2007 Chinese test, India also began to look at options to use its own missile defence capabilities against targets in space, though it has never carried out a test or demonstration on an actual space object.

Growing tensions

In light of the developments described above, concern is growing that a new arms race has emerged reminiscent of the Cold War, and that space will play a major role therein. For example, given the proximity of events, many saw the US 2008 ASAT incident as a direct response to the 2007 Chinese test. Russian President Vladimir Putin said in a March 2018 interview that an arms race, of which outer space is a key component, started in 2001 when the United States withdrew from the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty. In any case, outer space continues to grow in strategic and tactical importance for all major military actors, and it is increasingly being characterized as a warfighting domain.

---

30 Article III of the Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects (Liability Convention) states that Launching States are liable for damages caused to other space objects through fault.
31 Pilla Rajagopalan, Rajeswari, “India’s Changing Policy on Space Militarization: The Impact of China’s ASAT Test”, India Review, 10 November 2011, p. 368, citing the HQ Integrated Defense Staff’s Technology Perspective and Capability Roadmap (May 2010) which states that India will develop ASATs “for electronic or physical destruction in both the LEO and geosynchronous orbits.”
33 “US spy satellite plan ‘a cover’”, BBC News, 17 February 2018, quoting an official statement from the Russian defence ministry: “Speculations about the danger of the satellite hide preparations for the classical testing of an anti-satellite weapon.” Available at http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/7248995.stm. See also Kaufman, Marc and Walter Pincus, “Navy Will Attempt to Down Spysatellite”, The Washington Post, 15 February 2008, quoting Mr Michael Krepon: “There has to be another reason behind this ... . In the history of the space age, there has not been a single human being who has been harmed by man-made objects falling from space.”; and Shachtman, Noah, “Experts Scoff at Sat Shoot-down Rationale (Updated)”, Wired, 15 February 2008, noting that “the satellite shot is a chance for the military to try out its missile defence capabilities; a way to keep secret material out of the wrong hands; and a warning to the Chinese, after they destroyed a satellite about a year ago.” Available at https://www.wired.com/2008/02/ishy-rationale/.

“In March 2009 the then Deputy Minister of Defence Vladimir Popovkin stated that Russia was continuing to develop anti-satellite systems, saying that ‘we can’t just sit and watch while others are doing this’. Popovkin was reacting to a journalist’s question about the first Chinese ASAT test in January 2007 and a US operation in February 2008 in which a standard ship-based anti-ballistic missile system had been used to destroy a decaying out-of-control American reconnaissance satellite that might have posed a health hazard if it survived re-entry.”

In this context, there is a growing possibility that on-going developments in ABM technologies, backed by significant financial commitments, will once again segue into ASAT testing and the creation of more long-lived debris. As already noted above, China has continued testing its ABM system, even at altitudes in space where ballistic missiles do not travel. The United States has interpreted these actions as a threat and has increased efforts to develop its ABM systems as well—including the same system used to destroy US-193—with a view towards improved efficiency in “mid-course intercepts” in LEO. This includes defence against ABM/ASAT capabilities, such as the ones China has been testing, that could target US assets at higher altitudes, such as GEO. The Russian Federation has also announced that the 2018–2027 federal defence procurement programme includes funds for the development of the “Rudolph mobile anti-satellite complex”, a mobile missile system designed to target assets in orbit. None of these systems are finished products, and so will see further testing in the field. The concern, though, is that the Chinese, US or Russian militaries will once again find it necessary to test or demonstrate their capabilities in ways that result in long-lived debris.

As noted earlier, these actors are not alone in developing the building blocks for ASATs. India has also been testing a ballistic missile defence system that could be used as the foundation for its own ABM/ASAT capabilities. Upgrades would be necessary, particularly to strike objects beyond those transiting directly over India’s landmass, but these would be technically within India’s reach. Tensions in the region have led to public debate examining the pros and cons of not only developing

36 See comments by Susan Gordon, Principal Deputy Director for National Intelligence, during the 2nd meeting of the US National Space Council, 21 February 2018, in describing the “plans and actions of our foreign adversaries and competitors who would seek to impede our operations or challenge our advantage”, stated that “Russia and China are each developing counterspace capabilities to use during a potential future conflict with the United States, to reduce US and allied advantage and effectiveness, eroding our information advantage. Available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=suNvOykM6k. See also Brooks, Daniel, “Worldwide Threat Assessment of the US Intelligence Community”, statement for the record issued on 13 February 2018, noting that “if a future conflict were to occur involving Russia or China, either country would justify attacks against U.S. and allied satellites as necessary to offset any perceived U.S. military advantage derived from military, civil or commercial space systems.” Available at https://www.dni.gov/files/documents/Testimony/2018-ATA---Unclassified-SSI.pdf.


“The sensor architecture developed under subsection (a) shall include one or more of the following functions:

1. Control of increased raid sizes.
2. Precision tracking of threat missiles.
3. Fire-control quality tracks of evolving threat missiles.
4. Enabling of launch-on-remote and engage-on-remote capabilities.
5. Discrimination of warheads.
8. Integration with the command, control, battle management, and communication program of the ballistic missile defense system.
9. Integration with all other elements of the current ballistic missile defense system, including the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense, Aegis Ballistic Missile Defense, Aegis Ashore, and Patriot Air and Missile Defense systems.”


but also demonstrating an Indian “hit-to-kill” ASAT capability. Such a demonstration could have long-term consequences for LEO and all activities carried out therein.

**Efforts to find cooperative solutions**

There is no specific treaty-based, legal obligation that prohibits the *possession* of ASATs. Article IV of the 1967 Outer Space Treaty prohibits the placement of nuclear weapons and weapons of mass destruction in orbit, but not other types of weapons. The 1963 Limited Test Ban Treaty prohibits “any nuclear weapon test explosion, or any other nuclear explosion” in outer space, but stops there. Importantly, both instruments are designed to be compatible with the Charter of the United Nations and the right to self-defence, enshrined in Article 51, which, arguably, gives States the right to *use* ASATs in response to an armed attack. How self-defence should be applied is not yet clear and there is an ongoing debate at the international level on self-defence in the context of outer space.

Progress on strengthening the mechanisms to avoid an arms race in space are moving very slowly. The CD, which has PAROS as one of its main agenda items, has seen scant activity in two decades. Both China and the Russian Federation have proposed a legally binding instrument, the draft Treaty on the Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in Outer Space, the Threat or Use of Force against Outer Space Objects (PPWT). However, the PPWT has been rejected by several States, including the United States, on grounds that it neither addresses verification nor bans ground-based ASAT weapons. Likewise, a resolution first proposed by the Russian Federation in 2014 at the General Assembly First Committee, entitled “No First Placement of Weapons in Outer Space”, seeks a pledge...

---

41 See “Why India Needs to Demonstrate Anti Satelite (ASAT) Capability—Publicly”, Strategic Frontier Research Foundation, 11 December 2017, noting the comments of Dr Vijay Kumar Saraswat, Director General of the Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) and the Chief Scientific Advisor to the Indian Minister of Defence, from a 3 January 2010 interview: “We are working to ensure space security and protect our satellites. At the same time we are also working on how to deny the enemy access to its space assets ... To achieve such capabilities, a kill vehicle needs to be developed and that process is being carried out under the Ballistic Missile Defence programme.” In the interview, it was added that no tests were planned but that the technology should be available, https://www.strategicfront.org/india-needs-demonstrate-asat-capability-publicly/. See also Vasani, Harsh, “India’s Anti-Satellite Weapon”, The Diplomat, 14 June 2016, https://thediplomat.com/2016/06/indias-anti-satellite-weapons/; Listner, Michael, “India’s ABM test: a validated ASAT capability or a paper tiger?”, The Space Review, 28 March 2011, http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1807/1; Joshi, Manoj, “Expect greater rivalry between India and China in South Asia”, Observer Research Foundation, 23 February 2018, http://www.orfonline.org/research/expect-greater-rivalry-between-india-and-china-in-south-asia/; and Pillai Rajagopalan, Rajeswar, “Are China–India Relations Really Improving?”, The Diplomat, 1 March 2018, https://thediplomat.com/2018/03/are-china-india-relations-really-improving/.


44 Thomas Markram, Deputy High Representative for Disarmament Affairs, speaking at the second Joint Meeting of the First and Fourth Committee (12 October 2017, GA/SPD/640), where his comments were reported as follows: “Yet, some aspects of the legal regime in that realm remained largely undeveloped, he said, noting the lack of a common understanding on how the right of self-defence could be applied in conformity with international law without resulting in severe and long-lasting consequences.” During that same meeting, the Russian Federation “called upon [COPUOS] to consider hypothetical legal grounds for resorting to the right of self-defence in space so that hostile actions could be defined and a mutual understanding developed.” It should also be noted that legal and policy experts have gathered to draft the Woomera Manual on the International Law of Military Space Operations, a document on military and security law as it applies to space, which will be completed in 2020.


from States as the title suggests. However, this resolution lacks support from important space players like the United States and the European Union (EU) on the grounds that it fails to define what a “weapon” is and, like the PPWT, is light on verification and does not ban ground-based ASATs. Meanwhile, the EU’s proposed International Code of Conduct for Space Activities (ICoC)—a set of voluntary guidelines aimed at enhancing safety and security in outer space—seems to have lost its momentum for now, though there may yet be hope of it being introduced at the General Assembly.

Some small but important steps have been taken. In 2013, a Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) on Outer Space Transparency and Confidence-Building Measures (TCBMs) agreed to a consensus report that included a list of recommended voluntary measures whereby States could build trust with each other. Importantly, that GGE issued a recommendation that covers ASAT testing:

Notification of intentional orbital break-ups

45. Intentional destruction of any on-orbit spacecraft and launch vehicle orbital stages or other harmful activities that generate long-lived debris should be avoided. When intentional break-ups are determined to be necessary, States should inform other potentially affected States of their plans, including measures that will be taken to ensure that intentional destruction is conducted at sufficiently low altitudes to limit the orbital lifetime of resulting fragments. All actions should be carried out in conformity with the Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines of the United Nations as endorsed by the General Assembly in its resolution 62/217, entitled “International cooperation in the peaceful uses of outer space”.

This recommendation contains three key requirements on behaviour in space: no long-lived debris, low debris when necessary, and notification. This recommendation is not binding and must be implemented by States within their own practices. Nevertheless, it does identify certain basic elements of responsible behaviour for such an activity. Furthermore, the GGE encouraged efforts to pursue further political commitments, such as declarations or codes, to encourage responsible actions in outer space, and its continued peaceful use.

Building on the GGE’s progress, the United Nations Disarmament Commission (UNDC)—a deliberative body of the General Assembly with the function of considering and making recommendations on various issues in the field of disarmament—has held informal discussions on

---

52 In 2016, the Secretary General of the CD asked States to submit reports on how they had been implementing the recommendations of the GGE on TCBMs. Only the United States addressed §45, noting retroactively that it had adhered to those measures in Operation Burnt Frost; see Note Verbale dated 29 August 2016 from the Delegation of the United States of America addressed to the Secretary General of the CD transmitting the submission of the United States to the Conference on Disarmament: “Implementing the Recommendations of the Report (A/68/189*) of the Group of Governmental Experts on Transparency and Confidence-Building Measures in Outer Space Activities to Enhance Stability in Outer Space (16 September 2016, CD/2078), §§ 27–28.
the practical implementation of TCBMs. This issue was added to the agenda of the UNDC 2015–2017 term by way of a joint proposal by China, the Russian Federation and the United States, and has given way to small but meaningful exchanges on implementation of TCBMs. The issue will also be discussed in the 2018–2020 term.

Another GGE was recently established with the mandate “to consider and make recommendations on substantial elements of an international legally binding instrument on PAROS, including, inter alia, on the prevention of the placement of weapons in outer space.” This GGE is scheduled to meet in 2018 and 2019. In addition, the CD recently established (in principle) subsidiary working groups to find means of advancing each of its individual agenda items, including PAROS. Both of these initiatives are merely proposals to examine the issue of an arms race in space but they provide opportunities for States to engage in a constructive dialogue on ASAT capabilities.

The most tangible positive contribution to space stability in recent times occurred in the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS), rather than disarmament forums. There, Guidelines on the Long-Term Sustainability of Outer Space Activities (LTS) are being developed as a means of establishing best practices in space. These guidelines address a variety of aspects of space activities, including sustainable space utilization, space debris mitigation, space operations, and tools to support collaborative space situational awareness. The LTS, however, do not speak directly to the dangers of a growing arms race in outer space, nor do they provide a clear limitation on the purposeful creation of debris through ASAT testing. The Working Group on LTS has declined to address the issue of self-defence in any of the guidelines so far adopted.

While it is unlikely that, under current conditions, efforts towards a comprehensive ban on the weaponization of outer space will meet with any success, there is some room for progress. As evidenced by §45 of the 2013 GGE recommendations, there is recognition, even among the major space powers, that (1) space debris poses a serious threat to the nascent space economy and (2) that some guidance on the use of force in space is needed. In the United States, there have been calls from across the policy spectrum in favour of placing restrictions on the types of weapons used in space in order to avoid indiscriminate harm. This is not surprising since the United States does and likely will continue to have the greatest share of private sector investment in outer space for the foreseeable future. Likewise, the Russian Foreign Minister, Sergey Lavrov, has signalled that “no item on the CD agenda is taboo for Russia”, exhorting members to move towards a treaty on weapons in space in any way. Similarly, China consistently supports a comprehensive ban on weapons in space, as does India.
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No debris, low debris, notification

Acknowledging that any limitation on the possession of ASATs is unlikely, this paper suggests that States consider adopting three basic guidelines for testing, based on the recommendation of the GGE on TCBMs cited above: no debris, low debris, notification.

As discussed throughout this paper, the proposed ASAT guidelines are, by and large, already used in practice. By avoiding the creation of significant amounts of long-lived debris in ASAT tests throughout the last decade, China and the United States have avoided the widespread public criticism that earlier ASAT tests drew. By explicitly stating these principles in guidelines, States would provide each other, as well as private actors, with assurances that testing new ASAT technology will not put the long-term sustainability of human space activities at risk.

These proposed guidelines would also apply to all types of ASAT capabilities, whether they be a missile interceptor or a co-orbital drone, whether it be “hit-to-kill” or energy based. The key element would be that the test should not create long-lived debris. In this respect, the guidelines would implement the recommendations of the GGE on TCBMs on intentional orbital breakup, including that of compliance with existing COPUOS Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines. The notification guideline would also be in line with The Hague Code of Conduct Against Ballistic Missile Proliferation, a voluntary agreement under which subscribers commit to providing pre-launch notifications on launches of ballistic missiles and space-launch vehicles and test flights.

Yet perhaps the most compelling argument for adopting these three guidelines is that it would promote the very stability and sustainability necessary for investments in space. Notably, they would be consistent with existing US, Russian and Chinese policies to unleash the full economic potential of their domestic space resources. For the United States, this would be of particular importance as it prepares to authorize a wide array of non-traditional space activities within those orbits most at risk from ASAT tests. Indeed, the thriving space economy that benefits people all over the world could come under serious threat should there be any more incidents like the 2007 test.

These guidelines would, of course, not be legally binding on States. There are, however, legal implications that should incentivize States to abide by such norms, namely the notion of responsibility under the Outer Space Treaty and fault under the Liability Convention. The guidelines would help States avoid incurring liability for any damages resulting from space debris created by ASAT testing, as stipulated by these treaties. This could be of particular importance as tracking capabilities are steadily improving, which makes the correct attribution of damage to a third party more likely. This same technology will also assure the verifiability of the guidelines by allowing third parties to track and monitor ASAT testing activities in orbit.

It is important to note that these ASAT test guidelines would not be a blanket prohibition on the testing of ASATs, or their possession. They would also not be intended to interfere with the development of ballistic missile technology or missile defence shields. Nor would such guidelines be
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63 Section 4(a)(ii) of The Hague Code of Conduct against Ballistic Missile Proliferation, India, the Russian Federation and the US are Subscribing States to the Code; China is not, https://www.hcoc.at/?tab=what_is_hcoc&page=text_of_the_hcoc.
intended to prejudice the subsequent development of space security agreements—which could be broader in nature or legally binding. Rather, the guidelines would spell out the types of behaviour that have thus far been globally acknowledged as responsible. The purpose of these guidelines is, therefore, to limit behaviour that generates long-lived debris.

Finally, some consideration should be given to the possible options for adoption of this suggestion by the international community. §45 of the report of the GGE on TCBMs demonstrates that the principles underlying these guidelines are already acknowledged as being desirable among certain members of the international community, but further steps are needed for effective implementation. There are two bodies that have been discussed in this paper the mandates of which are most relevant to ASAT testing: the CD and the UNDC. The CD might be the most likely forum to address this issue, particularly within the newly formed working group on PAROS. However, there are still many challenges to progress in the CD and so other options should be considered. The UNDC, could also discuss the guidelines in its Working Group II as a means to implement the recommendations of the GGE on TCBMs. It might even be possible to address these guidelines in COPUOS, but there has historically been hesitation to discuss issues such as self-defence and “weapons” in the context of “peaceful uses of outer space”. An alternative means of codifying the guidelines could be through the First Committee of the General Assembly, whereby they could be proposed in a resolution. If this should also not prove to be possible, Member States could make individual declarations, indicating their willingness to incorporate the guidelines into national policies. By acknowledging the efficacy of this limited approach to ASAT testing, individual States can strengthen the argument that the guidelines represent best practices and responsible behaviour.

**Conclusion**

In light of increased tensions among the major spacefaring States, it is critical that steps be taken to protect the tremendous growth of activities in orbit, which benefit all humankind. While the time may not yet be ripe for a comprehensive ban on the weaponization of outer space, a limited, focused initiative could help to provide the basis for consensus by building confidence in this key area of ASAT testing norms. The proposed guidelines—no debris, low debris and notification—based on the recommendation of the GGE on TCBMs, would not only be consistent with international law and soft law norms, they would also commend themselves to the national economic policies of the very States who seek to possess ASATs. By adopting these limited guidelines, the international community could take a small step not only towards ensuring the utility of our orbits for the future but also, in its own way, to strengthen confidence here on Earth.
Towards ASAT Test Guidelines

Today, the world’s military and space superpowers are simultaneously investing in space capabilities as well as counter-space technologies that neutralize, even destroy, satellites and other space objects. Even if these technologies are never deployed, mere testing could greatly deteriorate stability in Earth’s orbits by producing large amounts of debris. Guidelines for the testing of such technologies—no debris, low debris, notification—could be one option for enhancing security in outer space.